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Fabrication, testing and supply of male tube end connectors: Double ferruled SS 316 of
size 1/2” Tube end OD X 1/8” BSPT
1.0 Scope
This specification specifies “Fabrication, testing and supply of male tube end connectors:
Double ferruled SS 316 of size 1/2” Tube end OD X 1/8” BSPT” for cooling channel arrangement
system.
In different cooling channel assemblies, instrumented tube adapters/connectors are used to
connect the hose pipes with the cooling channels of the system or to various headers. The tube
connectors needed for our application are needed for connecting the equipment to be cooled to the
hose pipe since the end connections of the equipment nozzle is not directly compatible to the hose
pipe to be used. These connectors need to be double ferruled for better leakage protection, higher
pressure withstand capacity and higher durability.
The job includes fabrication and testing of double ferruled SS 316 1/2” tube end OD X 1/8”
BSPT male tube connectors. Testing of the fabricated products includes geometrical and hydraulic
qualification tests of the tube fittings. Safe packaging of the fittings is also in the supplier’s scope.
This document is organized as follows:
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2. Para 3.0 gives details of deliverables and scope of the supplier
2
3. Para 4.0 gives vendor qualification
2
4. Para 5.0 gives details of free issue material to be provided by the 3
purchaser
5. Para 6.0 gives technical specifications of the job
3
6. Para 7.0 gives acceptance criteria
4
7. Para 8.0 gives price
4
8. Para 9.0 gives detail of general conditions
4
2.0 Statement of purpose
High frequency electromagnetic standing wave are generated when the RF power source
like klystrons are connected to the accelerating cavities. These high frequency RF fields lead to the
temperature rise of the DTL tank and the various subcomponents. The accelerator magnets like
quadrupoles also get heated up when operated at full power. The heat has to be removed
continuously from the cavity and the cavity has to be operated at a fixed temperature only. If not
done so, the dimensional change arising due to the temperature rise in the cavity will lead to change
in the resonant frequency of the cavity ultimately leading to power loss. Also the permanent magnets
in the quadrupole lose their magnetic field strength. As a result, cooling channels are paved in these
subcomponents to remove the heat by circulating low conductivity water. Instrumented tube fittings
are an inevitable part of any cooling channel and provides a compatibility between the channel end
connection and the hose pipe.
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3.0 Details of deliverables and scope of supplier
The list of the items to be fabricated, tested, packed and safely delivered to the purchaser
includes:
Item no. Description
Quantity
1.
BSPT male tube connectors:
100 no
Double ferruled SS 316 1/2” Tube
end OD X 1/8”






The scope of the supplier includes:
Preparation of manufacturing drawings on the basis of engineering drawings provided by
the purchaser. Approval shall be taken from the purchaser on the prepared manufacturing
drawings before the start of fabrication.
Purchase of raw material as per technical specifications and produce test certificates for
approval from purchaser before procuring.
Inspection of the fabricated components.
Packing of the tube fittings and shipment of the same.

4.0 Vendor Qualification
Suppliers will be qualified based on technical evaluation. The supplier must have technically
qualified and trained staff for mechanical and hydraulic jobs. Supplier must have required
infrastructure and past experience of similar jobs. Supplier will be evaluated based on the
information provided by the supplier as requested below. Purchaser’s specialists may visit the
supplier facilities for evaluation and for detailed technical discussions.
SN
Type of job
Outsourcing permissible
(Yes/No)
1.
Preparation of manufacturing drawings on the basis of
No
engineering drawings provided by the purchaser.
2.
Fabrication of the customised tube fittings as per the
No
technical specifications
Purchaser’s specialists may visit the supplier facilities for evaluation and for detailed
technical discussions. Details to be furnished by the vendor related to facilities and expertise:
Particulars
To be filled by the vendor
Human resource
(The supplier must give the complete detail of human resources
including Engineers, Consultants (if any), Draftsmen,
Technicians, Welder, Assembly Mechanic, quality control
inspector, machinist etc.)
Infrastructure:
The supplier must give the details of infrastructure suitable for
this jobs such as Manufacturing machines, assembly room, other
tools and tackles, Inspection and Metrology facilities, hydraulic
test facilities.
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5.0 Details of Free Issue Material to be provided by the purchaser
No free issue material will be provided to the supplier. The physical, chemical, geometrical
inspection reports of the raw materials should be provided to the purchaser by the supplier and the
raw material shall be purchased only after approval from the purchaser.
6.0 Technical description of the job
This document describes the technical specifications of the double ferruled SS 316 1/2” Tube
end OD X 1/8” BSPT male tube connections. Precise fabrication and qualification of the fittings are
very critical. The end use of these components demands fabrication within the tolerances which are
covered in this document.
6.1 General specifications:
A schematic figure of the fitting to be supplied by the supplier and the associated dimensions
and specification of various parts of it are described as below:

SN
1

Type of Fitting

Description

½” Tube OD X
Double
1/8” BSPT Male ferruled
tubing connection SS316

A
C
D
R
(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)
>2.31
0.86
>1.93
> 1.18

W HEX
(inches)
13/16

6.2 Raw material specifications:
The raw material and forging process being used to fabricate the instrumented fittings
must qualify the following standards:
Basic fitting
Bar stock
Forging
material
Stainless steel ASME-SA-479
ASTM-SA-182 316
(Type 316)
Type 316-SS
BS970 316-S31
BS970 316-S31
DIN 4401
DIN 4401
ASTM A276 Type 316






Note:
Hardness of the back ferrule must be greater than 80 Rb.
The nut threads should be silver plated.
Heat code traceability for the fittings must be provided.
Only products with proper company catalogues will be acceptable.
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6.3 Compliance certificates:
The supplier has to furnish the following compliance certificates for the acceptance of
the material.
SN Certificates
1
Material test certificate as per 6.2 standard
2
ISO certificate
6.4 Packing and shipment:
The tube fittings shall be properly packed and shipped to the purchaser with all the
geometric and hydraulic test certificates.
7

Acceptance criteria
Following are the acceptance criteria of the components and coils and other relevant
parameters:
S.N. Particulars
Acceptance criteria
1.
Visual Qualification
Any signs of damage, deterioration and oxidation shall not be
present on any component.
2.
Geometrical Qualification All the geometrical dimensions of the tube fittings should
comply with the technical specifications documented.
3.
Hydraulic Qualification
The hydrostatic and hydrodynamic qualification tests should
be carried out to test for pressure handling tests and leak tests
8

Price

The supplier shall give overall price and its break-up for all the deliverables mentioned. The
overall price will be compared. The supplier shall offer prices in following format.
Item no. Description
Quantity Price per unit Total price
1.
100 nos.
Double ferruled SS 316 1/2”
Tube end OD X 1/8” BSPT male
tube connectors
9

General conditions
a. All intellectual property rights belong to purchaser for work done under this technical
specification/PO.
b. Supplier shall maintain the authenticity of drawings or any related drawings/document
provided by the purchaser.
c. All activities would normally be carried with due professional care. However, purchaser
shall not be responsible for any loss or personnel accident during execution of the work
pertaining to the technical specifications under this PO.
d. Supplier shall agree to hold in confidence all information provided by the purchaser.
e. All the raw materials required for deliverables except the Free Issue Material mentioned is
in scope of supplier and the supplier should quote accordingly.
f. Overall cost of all the items in the deliverables will be compared including packaging,
forwarding and safe delivery to BARC RCZ stores and shall be quoted separately.
g. Suppliers shall give complete details of their product & list of users for technical evaluation.
h. Supplier shall submit along with the quotation, compliance certificate adhering to the
specifications.
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